PRUMC Recognizes and Honors Our Confirmands

Confirmation Sunday
Sunday, April 29, 2018

Welcome to Confirmation Sunday!

We are so excited that you are here this morning. Our confirmation class has spent the last 8 months preparing for this day. Today they will declare their faith in God, their desire to follow Jesus, and will become full members of the Peachtree Road family.

We want to thank the entire Confirmation Team for guiding them through this process: Co-Directors, Grace Southworth and Daris McCullough, as well as the Confirmation teachers: Mary Pillow Cornett, David Cunningham, Chad French, Mary Fletcher Higdon, Ellen Marbut, Stephanie Mattison, and Scott Whitehead.

2018 Confirmands

Patrick Duggan Albar
Henry Portman Allen
Graham Myers Allen
Sara Parks Allgood
Frances Clayton Anderson
Andrew Carlson Barman
Charlotte Joy Bradford
Peyton Reynolds Brady
Lane Charles Canova
Hayes McLemore Carroll
Elizabeth Carter
Laura Brigham Cay
Emma Scott Chandler
Michael Timothy Cook
Alice Sumner Copeland
Mary Dudley Cornett
Ane Phan Coy
Jack Francis Cunningham
William Churchill Curtis, Jr.
Charles Wesley Davidson, III
Lauren Claire Davis
Davis Simmons Dickson
Eloise Catherine Diffley
Nyibol Mading Duor
James Richard Edgecombe
Virginia Collins Evans
McMillan Banks Farley
Margaret Ruth French
Lucas Wells Gill
Elizabeth Darden Glass
Isabella Anne Gray
Joseph Craver Halliburton
Hines Trotter Harmon
Emmie Grace Hunter
Mary Ellis Irvin
William Baxter Johnson
Miriam MacLeod Knox
Peter Trammell Kotchen
Elise Kathryn Kuzniak
Leela Young Langston
Anna Elizabeth Lewand
Leah Hazel Lewis
Preston Hall Lusink
Thomas Everett Maiellaro
Jamison Davis Maske
Richard Murray Massie, Jr.
Luke Hasen McCullough
Whitley Thomas McGrotty
Theodore Grover Meredith
Isabella Greeson Moffett
Nicholas Caetano Moffett
Robert Tyler Muirhead
Sears McKenzie Nevins
Elizabeth Riley Newton
Kathryn Elizabeth Nicholson
Noah Jackson Ottinger
Cassidy Morgan Payne
Harper Anne Pemberton
Asa Tate Phillips
Grogan Atwood Phillips
Kathryn Ewing Ponder
Gibs Bradley Pope
Sloan Elizabeth Postlewaite
Ryan Olivia Price
Sarah Brevard Proctor
Grayson Evelyn Roberts
Kathryn Kinnett Roche
Helen Darby Sands
William Rawls Sands
Jake Alexander Scott
Noelle Lynda Sgroso
Ashton Walker Smith
Elizabeth Hopkinson Smith
Holly Bond Smith
Harrison Walker Smith
Lawton Neil Sodemann
Katherine Callaway Stembridge
Anna Fletcher Stewart
Abigail Grace Stone
Katherine Dial Strang
Robert Tudor Strang, IV
Cecily Catherine Sullivan
Gibson Ragsdale Thompson
Charles Montgomery Tobias
Margaret McCaskill Tucker
Katherine Helen Wallace
Sydney Catherine Watson
Abigail Grace Weeden
Margaret Elizabeth Welden
Elizabeth Dearing Weymouth
Josephine Alice Williams
Walter Russell Wyatt
Berkeley Elizabeth Young